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As a form of poetry, haiku has today gained worldwide popularity. But this form 
widely varies outside Japan. Originally, haiku was written in accordance with 
certain rules, which are dif cult to follow in non-Japanese writing. 

In Haiku Poems, author AshiAkira shares a collection of nearly  ve hundred haiku 
poems written originally in English, calling them “haiku poems” speci cally to 
distinguish them from the originally Japanese form. His goal is to make them as 
close as possible to the core interest and meaning of Japanese haiku, despite the 
differences that arise from writing in English. These poems thus follow the  ve-
seven- ve syllable rule, albeit loosely, and focus on our connection with nature. 
In doing so, they serve as a reference to the long history of Japanese poetry, with 
a unique view on the present.

White sails in blue sky,
Solemn  yby of seagulls.

Sunglasses and smile.
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Introduction

I became interested in writing haiku poems originally in English 
after I turned seventy.

Born in Tokyo in 1938, I went to the United States for study 
after graduating from a Tokyo metropolitan senior high school in 
1957.

After returning to Japan from the United States in 1963, I worked 
for a news agency as an English reporter, thus continuing the use of 
the English language I had learned in the previous years in America. 
After reaching the mandatory retirement age of sixty with the news 
agency in 1998, I continued to work for its subsidiaries taking charge 
of correspondence and translation, thus further continuing to make 
use of my English skills.

When I reached the age of seventy, I fully retired from all the 
chores of work to make a living and decided to live on a pension 
alone. My income then drastically went down, but in return I gained 
enough leisure to do whatever I wanted, and I chose to spend the 
remaining years of my life in writing novels, short stories, poems, 
or anything I found myself interested in.

I then noticed on the internet that haiku writing was gaining 
considerable popularity in many countries outside Japan. I didn’t 
have much knowledge of haiku writing above the common sense 
level of a person born and raised in Japan, where saying things in the 
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haiku rhythm penetrates through people’s lives. But I felt something 
amiss about many of the haikus written by non-Japanese writers, and 
I thought it would be interesting to write haikus directly in English.

When I told a friend of mine that I’d try to write haikus in 
English, he introduced me to a member of the haiku-writing club of 
a famous university in Tokyo. The haiku writer apparently discussed 
my plan with other members of the club, and he told me it was 
utterly impossible to write haikus in English or in any other language 
than Japanese. He said that I should first train myself to write in 
Japanese until I became familiar with traditional haiku writing. He 
said he resented so many non-Japanese poems that are claimed to 
be haikus simply because they are short and broken into three lines. 
He said many Japanese haiku writers feel the word haiku should not 
be used for the non-Japanese three-line poems.

I know it’s said that “poetry is what gets lost in translation,” but I 
also believe that the prosody is not all there is to poetry. Having been 
born into and grown up in the haiku-writing culture, I feel there 
is something in the core of haiku that can be retained in whatever 
language it is written.

I decided to call what I would write haiku poems, meaning 
haiku-style poems, instead of haiku to avoid hurting the feeling of 
the haiku experts as much as possible. I also decided to throw away 
all rules and tradition about the haiku writing except two basic ones, 
namely the five-seven-five syllables—rhythm—and its connection 
with nature, without which a haiku cannot be a haiku.

The Japanese language, when it’s spoken in five and seven 
syllables, gives to the Japanese ear a pleasant rhythm. I believe 
this stems from the fact that Japanese is always pronounced in 
combination of a consonant and a vowel or in a vowel independent 
of consonant clusters. It is also because Japanese is pronounced with 
the tone accent rather than the stress accent, like that of English.
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For hundreds of years, saying things in the five-seven-five 
syllables was popular among the Japanese people, and it was called 
haikai. Several people might get together for a party where they 
would compose the haikai, mainly jokes to throw at each other or 
allusive sarcasm against corrupt or oppressive officials of the feudal 
rule that lasted until nineteenth century.

It was Matsuo Basho who made the revolutionary achievement of 
writing poems of artistic value in the haikai form in the seventeenth 
century. There was no such a word as haiku in Basho’s days. It was 
not until about two hundred years after his death that the writers of 
artistic haikai began to call their works haiku to distinguish them 
as an art from jokes or allusively ironic pieces which then began to 
be called senryu or kyoka, respectively.

The counting of syllables in an English word varies from speaker 
to speaker. The word poem pronounced by some English speakers, 
for instance, sounds like a one-syllable word or by others as a two-
syllable word. The word poet, however, is pronounced almost always 
as a two-syllable word. Thus, the haiku poems I write in English 
often follow the five-seven-five syllable rule loosely.

Connection with nature is another basic core tradition in the 
haiku writing. The reason for this would no doubt call for heated 
discussion by experts. But as a full-blooded Japanese who received 
more education outside Japan than at home, I must ask for others’ 
permission to say that the haiku artists feel that nature is the ultimate 
ruler of all living things deserving our due respect. We all came into 
this world by the natural power in disregard of our own will. And 
in most of the cases, we leave this world when the time for each 
individual to do so comes. Before nature we are powerless. We 
don’t know what nature is as we don’t know what life is. But we can 
have a glimpse of what happens in nature as its work. For example, 
the blooming of f lowers and birds flying and chirping are works of 
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nature. By catching a glimpse of nature’s work, only a momentary 
spark, and jotting it down in words as a reflection of our mind, we 
may get closer to knowing it. The five-seven-five-syllable poem, or 
close to it in any language, is a handy form of poetry to capture the 
works of nature when noticed. Doing so could be a way to bring the 
unseen power of nature into the human consciousness.

I have written around two thousand haiku poems in nearly a 
decade, and I have randomly selected and edited 496 of them for 
this publication. I plan to publish all the rest of them, in addition to 
other forms of poems I have also written, in the future.

Finally, since so much must be squeezed into the seventeen 
syllables, I take full advantage of poetic license to disregard grammar 
or any rule of the language. Since I intend my haiku poems to appeal 
directly to the imagination of the readers through words only, the 
use of pictures or illustrations is avoided. And like any other form 
of poetry, each haiku poem, although it’s so short, is meant to be 
independent. I would be honored if the readers read them as such.
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1

Hundreds of roses
In the roadside flowerpots.

I see one that smiles.

2

Awoke to soft rain.
Hear birds chirping from somewhere.

Close my eyes again.

3

On a subway car,
My reflection on window,

Aging runs faster.

4

Cool wind after rain,
Gardenias look whiter,
Scent fresh in the air.
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5

Suddenly I’m myself.
Lily’s scent awakens my soul,

Walking in darkness.

6

The dimly lit moon,
A poem by itself.

The sun cannot be.

7

Steaming summer day,
Birds are resting in shadows.

Cicadas screaming.

8

Tree leaves motionless.
Cicadas began screaming

To warn a hot season.
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9

Birds taking dust bath.
Looks like good for summer’s heat.

I might try as well.

10

White sails in blue sky,
Solemn flyby of seagulls.

Sunglasses and smile.

11

A pink lotus flower,
Stubbornly calm on the stalk

Against summer heat.

12

Lonely mountain path,
Definitely bush warbler’s
Calls but no bird seen.
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13

Stormy wind and rain
Wiped out summer’s heat awhile.

Cicadas survived.

14

Blossoms in April,
Caterpillars in August,
Both from cherry trees.

15

A lone mourning dove,
Cooing awhile till mate came.

Flew off side by side.

16

Ants in procession.
Fallen cicada lies in state.

Summer is over.
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17

Scarlet dragonflies,
Sign the summer is ending,

Swimming in the air.

18

Pitch-black butterflies,
Paying their last respects

To fallen cicadas.

19

Coolness in the air.
Swallows are swiftly swooping,

Soon to fly away.

20

Downpour beat the ground.
Fallen leaves, yellow and amber,

Soon crickets’ domain.
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21

When air gets cooler,
The same coffee tastes better.

Autumn is welcome.

22

No moon, no lampposts.
The scent of chrysanthemums

Led me the way home.

23

Pine trees in silhouette.
The moon above in the sky.

A long sigh, no word.

24

Heron in the moat.
A fish flashes at the beak.

Calm—nothing has happened.
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25

On a crowded bus,
Young man offered me his seat.

Thanked him but felt sad.

26

Cool, caressing air.
Distant chirping of crickets.

It’ll soon be louder.

27

Warm teacup in hands.
The moon between the dark clouds.

Deep breath and no thoughts.

28

One cicada’s cry.
Fallen comrades on the ground.

Autumn to retreat.
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29

Moonlight through thin clouds,
Making long shadows of trees.

Crickets’ trills begin.

30

Cool wind through wet leaves
Blew fragrance into the room.

Mind flies to mountains.

31

Whirl of autumn air,
Stirred by file of jogging girls.
Fallen leaves stirred to twirl.

32

Autumn night deepening.
Lonely crickets keep trilling,

Only moon to hear.
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33

Chorus of crickets,
Sound of thousand silver bells

Everywhere in town.

34

Wherever you are,
You are watching this same moon

Together with me.

35

Where are cicadas?
Yesterday they were noisy.

Today I miss them.

36

Long autumn evening.
Crickets’ trills in a distance.

Tranquility deepens.
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37

Mother holds smartphone.
Her boy’s eyes glued to game screen

On the subway seat.

38

Smiling and crying,
Young couple on a subway train.

A story being told.

39

Butterflies and moths,
Colors match the autumn leaves

Along the park path.

40

Dragonflies crossing
A downtown intersection.
Cop’s whistle neglected.
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41

Long hair on her back,
Sways as she walks a puppy,

Scents the autumn air.

42

Fallen leaves carpeting
The sidewalk turned to amber.

Many legs walking.

43

Long autumn evening.
Peaceful chirping of crickets.

Just right for warm tea.

44

Dreamed of a rattlesnake.
Never seen one in real life.
Wonder whence it came.
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45

Tiny kids running
Like battery-powered dolls.

Sunny autumn lawn.

46

Autumn dragonflies,
Red and so small, blown by wind

With coloring leaves.

47

Teacup in cupped hands.
Noisy crickets have all gone.

Autumn is ending.

48

Thick, dark clouds above.
I can still see a full moon

By closing my eyes.
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49

Air is calm but cold.
Leaves obediently falling.

No reason to resist.

50

Fallen gingko nuts
Spread apart from each other,
Linked by their same smell.

51

In the autumn air,
Scent from a fragrant olive.

No tree seen around.

52

Long autumn evening,
Sitting quietly alone.
Nothing else to do.
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53

Morning after rain,
Sparrows splash in shallow puddle.

I put on sweater.

54

Fallen leaves from street trees,
Like carpet on the sidewalk

In colorful patterns.

55

On and through window,
I see myself and tree leaves,

Both changing so fast.

56

In multicolors,
Fallen leaves from different trees

All blown together.
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57

Wrinkles and gray hair,
Reunion of childhood friends,

Smiles remain the same.

58

Road between buildings,
Tempted to drive to the end

Where the sun’s setting.

59

Darkening night sidewalk,
White flowers in pots lining,

Softly luminous.

60

Cold, sleeting morning.
Sparrows chirping at high pitch,

Like hating winter.
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61

You there, and me here,
We both have a cloudless sky,

Watching the same moon.

62

Crows flying sideways.
Wintry winds claim dominance.

People walking faster.

63

A full moon but white,
Skies still blue over pine trees.

The darkness is missed.

64

Pink camellias
On bushes along the fence,

Attracting sparrows
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65

Hear sparrows chirping.
I can tell what’s going on.
They can’t keep secrets.

66

Tea on a cold night
Brings peace through warm cup in hands.

Snow makes it perfect.

67

Heavy morning mist.
Sparrows have to chirp louder.

Woke me up early.

68

Neon signs shine bright
On the soulless shopping street,

Making stars unseen.
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69

Winds began howling.
Falling leaves are blown away

To their destination.

70

I’m often offered seats
On buses and subway cars.

Each time feel older.

71

Must be a cricket.
Trill comes from a roadside bush.

Lonely survivor.

72

Fallen leaves piling up.
Last call for sparrows to peck.

Snow soon to blanket.
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73

Evening sky hangs low,
Turning orange in the horizon.

Crows’ cue to fly home.

74

Cold rain for two days.
Single caw of a crow echoes.

Hold teacup tighter.

75

Rainwater dripping,
Clinking of teacup with spoon.

Ensemble performance.

76

Night is made quieter
By the autumn rain all day.

Whole body tastes tea.
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77

Winter winds arrived.
Falling leaves, whirling around.

No more gentle falling.

78

Trees sway in cold winds.
Crows perch tightly on branches

To cope with nature.

79

Shivering with cold,
Wintry wind just beginning

Calls for quiet tea.

80

A warm cup of tea.
Warmth spreads from mouth to body.

Think of distant friends.
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81

Awoke to soft rain.
Sparrows chirping on the eaves.

Closed my eyes again.

82

Shadows of tree leaves,
Talking, giggling, and laughing.

Party in the breeze.

83

Amber leaves on twigs
Survived wintry wind night through

Glitter in sunlight.

84

Bare twigs shiver cold,
Cradling tiny buds light green,

Patiently waiting.
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85

Weather forecasters—
Basically honest people,

So I forgive you.

86

Cold wind, but juicy
Persimmons left on the trees.

Some birds know it well.

87

“Basho’s hut was here,”
I read on a roadside board.

Noise roars on asphalt.

88

Rainy season’s here.
Nobody likes damp and mold,

But trees start growing.
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89

Butterfly invites
Rose to dance to wind’s humming.

Leaves around applaud.

90

Dragonflies midair,
Swift swimming from spot to spot.

I stand still, watching.

91

Rain, winds, and sunlight.
Had them—all these—this morning,

But couldn’t take my pick.

92

Flowers unseen before
In bloom in cold nowadays

Must be transplanted.
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93

Tiny grapefruit seed
Spat out, forgotten, sprouted.

Now tree, bearing fruit.

94

Only to sit down
With a warm teacup in hands.

Day ends quietly.

95

Leaves dance, singing songs.
In winter, winds just began.

Lips too cold to join.

96

Red camellias
In bloom like fire in cold rain.

Sparrows join for warmth.
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97

Coffee-shop counter.
Man of my age with tired look.

Window reflection.

98

Gingko tree–lined street,
The pavement is all yellow.

Soft carpet of leaves.

99

A kitten-sized puppy
Chased away birds from sidewalk,

Proud as a pit bull.

100

Cold, cloudy morning.
Distant chirping of sparrows,

Warning heavy snow.
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101

Winter winds blow twigs.
Tiny buds already green.
Can’t wait for the spring.

102

The flames in the stove,
Fluttering like butterflies

She asked me to catch.

103

Crow’s last caw sounded.
Noises fade into darkness.

A winter evening.

104

Stream I caught crawfish
Now flows through pipes underground.

Memory deep past.
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105

Sailing down a stream,
A boat made of bamboo leaf,
Carrying children’s dreams.

106

Trilling rapidly,
Sparrows at war this morning

In a soft sunlight.

107

Clouds floating away.
Let them find blue sky elsewhere,

Free from chimney smoke.

108

Leaves still left on twigs,
Shivering in winter wind.
Shadows on the ground.
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109

Steamed sweet potato,
Special winter treat for kids.

I’m also a kid.

110

Red camellias,
No attention to cold wind.

Petals like smiling lips.

111

A crow on a branch,
Immovable in wintry wind,

Like meditating.

112

Rain makes night colder.
Hot tea tastes that much better.

The sound is musical.
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113

Days getting colder.
Early morning gets darker.

Birds shouting louder.

114

Home from cold outside.
Stove’s blue flame and cup of tea.

Nothing more to want.

115

Pigeons on sidewalks
Don’t f ly away nowadays.

Obese or lazy.

116

Kicking amber leaves.
No more left in stock on trees.

Long winter must end.
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117

Weeping plum blossoms
Hanging from the deep-blue sky

Into the alley.

118

Like paints splashed around,
Park lawn covered with fallen leaves.

Kids picking them up.

119

Cold but sun dazzling
Through leafless trees to her face

On large sunglasses.

120

Rustles from pile of leaves.
Birds are foraging around.
Leaves don’t stop falling.
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121

Teacup in cupped hands.
Fragrance rising in cold air.

A sip and deep breath.

122

What’s left of the foliage?
Some leaves basking on treetops,

Soon their turns to twirl.

123

Flowers look lonely
In pots at a roadside shop

In wintry drizzling.

124

Tree leaves shivering,
Quiet fall of wintry rain.

Sparrows flew away.
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125

Persistent drizzling,
Shivering reflexively,

Heat up tea alone.

126

Teacup without handle,
Just right to hold in cupped hands

For warmth and fragrance.

127

Birds’ musical trills
From the bush but no movement.

Could be bashful.

128

Clouds flowing away
Bring my words with you to her.

Stars twinkle like her eyes.
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129

Deep at night drizzling.
Only fragrance is with me

From my old teacup.

130

Sunlight through curtain cracks,
Dancing figures on the wall

Like old memories.

131

Sparrow, don’t f ly off.
Not a yard off the sidewalk

On camellias.

132

Cellist lives next door.
His soundproof room not well made.

He’ll never know it.
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133

Girl dancing alone.
On the park lawn someone came,

Shy smile in spring sun.

134

Amber leaves on twigs
Survived winter’s snow and sleet,

Glitter in sunlight.

135

Bare twigs shiver cold
Cradling tiny buds light green,

Patiently waiting.

136

Persimmons on trees,
Birds know still juicy inside

To survive winter.
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137

Sparrows flying up.
Puppies running full of joy.
The park lawn with kids.

138

Thickness of darkness,
A starless night of winter,

Silence with warm tea.

139

Red camellias
On bushes by the sidewalk

Smiling in cold rain.

140

Teacup warm in hands.
Take a sip, fragrance calming,

Sound of rain outside.
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141

Dark clouds overhead,
Beams of sunlight through the cracks,

Straight to the far ground.

142

Falling gingko leaves
Trampled yellow rug on sidewalk.

Couples slowly walking.

143

Leafless gingko trees
Standing like needles sticking up.

Clouds flow hurriedly.

144

Starlight from pinholes
Over the silhouette of trees.

I hear rustles of leaves.
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145

Winter cold lingers.
Birds sing in morning sunlight.

Brings warmth to my heart.

146

Memories linger
Barefoot in stream with sweet smile.

She was beckoning.

147

Roadside trees at dusk.
Amber leaves barely visible.

Nightfall coming fast.

148

Wintry sky, no moon.
The stars peeking timidly

Through the cracks of clouds.
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149

End of office hour,
She’s out with smartphone in hand.

Walks through falling leaves.

150

Sidewalk leaves rolling,
Kids chasing like battery powered,

Mothers chase laughing.

151

A white crescent moon
In the light-blue evening sky

Looks like her eyebrow.

152

Narcissi blooming,
Waiving their claim to spring warmth

For fragrance in snow.
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153

Birds puffed up in cold
Perched together on a branch

Like meditating.

154

Supercar behind,
Coming close to my car’s rear,

Top down in the cold.

155

In bed with sore throat.
Sparrows chirping window side,

Like visiting me.

156

Pile of amber leaves,
Ducks out of pond foraging

For foraging sake.
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157

Ducks in the cold moat,
Floating with heads under wings,

Sleeping or thinking.

158

The white narcissi
Blooming at the front doorstep

For welcoming scent.

159

Shivering from cold,
People walking with fast paces,

The moon looks frigid.

160

Dark sky strewn with stars,
Ragged clouds blown by cold wind,

The moon huge and bright.
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161

Sunlight through window,
Sparrows’ trills heard in distance,

Feeling fresh but cold.

162

Ducks in the moat
Quietly afloat, basking,
Yet to fly back north.

163

Sparrows’ rapid trills,
Much going on in the world,

Must be gossiping.

164

Tall grass, windless, still,
Sparrows trying to perch on

Blades weak, unfriendly.
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165

On wintry evening,
Warm tea in cup in cupped hands,

Soft snowfall outside.

166

Snowflakes on her hair,
All like tiny stars twinkling,
Slight smile and walked on.

167

Drizzling and so cold,
Crows look like hands in pockets

Sheltering in trees.

168

Tea at night alone.
Darkness shuts out all the sound.

Aloneness is deepened.
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169

Red camellias
Through cracks on frosted bushes

Peeking out like kids.

170

The sun bright, dazzling,
Yet the puddles on the ground frozen,

Reflecting cold light.

171

Kids riding bicycles.
The park path meandering.

Fat pigeons can’t run.

172

The park woods noisy,
Sparrows talking to each other

Over the walk path.
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173

Frozen puddle like mirror.
Curious puppy looks in,

Barks at its image.

174

Black sky, not a star.
Walking home my ears like ice,

Roadside lamps lonesome.

175

Sunlight with some warmth.
Pigeons rest on the sidewalk,

Too cold to fly off.

176

Pile of amber leaves
On the park path dry and crushed.

Sparrows foraging.
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177

Blooming but drooping,
Narcissi in winter’s cold,
Still wafting the scent.

178

Lull in severe cold,
Kiddies out to the park lawn

With mothers stretching.

179

A lone camellia
Blooming red deep in the bush

Looks shy and modest.

180

Overhead railroad track
Roared as I pass underneath.
Train’s gone. So’s my thought.
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181

Across park walk path
A white eye hid in the bush,

Too conspicuous.

182

Bright full moon tonight
But stars can hardly be seen

Over shopping street.

183

Rain beating the eaves.
Forecast to change to light snow.

Not yet for snowman.

184

Through cracks of gray clouds
Straight beams of morning sunlight,

Last night’s snow glitters.
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185

Brown leaves on thin tendrils,
Morning glories left on fence

Shivering in cold.

186

Red camellias
In bloom all through the winter,

Your role is over.

187

Sunshine in cold air,
Plum blossoms shyly blooming,

Faint fragrance of spring.

188

Palace moat downtown,
Heron still in traffic noise,
Sudden thrust of its beak.
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189

Roses lush in flowerpots
On balcony braving cold.

Soon fragrant beauty.

190

Ducks circling around
Soon to fly back to the north.

They will miss our spring.

191

Used tea leaves cold
In hand to mulch flowerpots.

Sunlit balcony.

192

Still icy cold air.
Crows don’t seem to mind bathing,

Taking turns in puddle.
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193

No wind, sunlight warm,
Park lawn, ducks up from the pond

For afternoon nap.

194

Sky gray, cold lingers,
A bird chasing another.

Spring is on the way.

195

Evening Ginza street,
Breeze caresses beer-warmed cheeks,

Neon-shined faces.

196

Brief fall of snowflakes
Floating and dancing midair,

Cold but look like petals.
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197

Cold air of winter,
But the sunshine feels like spring.

Plum blossoms fragrant.

198

Leaden skies look heavy
With water to pour down soon.

Think of plum blossoms.

199

A few amber leaves
Hung on to twigs all winter.

Now time to give up.

200

Snowflakes on the sleeve,
Clear crystals for a moment,

Short life of perfection.
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201

Park lawn undulates,
Hilly landscape for toddlers,

Mothers tall as trees.

202

Lined by plum blossoms,
Walk, path air full of fragrance,

Winter is forgotten.

203

Winter days going,
Warmth coming in with sleepiness,

Birds can’t wake me up.

204

Half-moon looks smiling,
Followed me all the way home.

Stand still at the door.
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205

Lady on bicycle,
Daffodils in the basket,

Spring smile on her face.

206

Early spring sunlight,
A cat dozing off on roof,
Doesn’t care about birds.

207

Spring breeze, f lowers burst.
Unceasing cycle of nature.
Ducks to fly back north.

208

Tangerines on trees,
Some have holes and juice sucked out.

Villains fly around.
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209

Walk, path gets shiny.
In spring rain leaves grow greener.

Feels good to be wet.

210

Chunks of clouds run fast
Under the moon full and bright.

Leaves whisper in winds.

211

Rain stopped, cracks in clouds,
In sunlight sparrows trilling.

Leaves growing fragrant.

212

Soft sunlight on leaves,
Inhale air, cool after rain,

To my heart’s content.
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213

Leaden skies, sparrows echo,
Curtain rise for the flower season,

A little more to wait.

214

Starless sky, long road
Fading into darkness far

For an endless walk.

215

Back to icy cold,
Not a bird in the park woods,

March but spring is shy.

216

Smell of spring rising
From the soft green of young grass

In tender sunlight.
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217

Delicate fragrance
Wafting in the air, changing,

Warblers coming back.

218

Snow is gone, spring light
Through the street, trees turning green,

People walking, backs straight.

219

A cat in spring sun,
The whole world is her domain,

Quietly dozing.

220

Warmer at every rain,
Bright yellow oilseed blossoms

Waving with strong scent.
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221

A crow on a branch
Watches other birds away

Like a lonely king.

222

Sparrows’ rapid trills,
Huge sun in the horizon,
Spring morning arrived.

223

Spring night but sleeting,
Glittering in the streetlight,
Walking with hands numb.

224

Doll festival for girls,
Arranging flowers and twigs.

She is deep in thought.
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225

Night lingering cold,
Sitting alone by the stove,

Jasmine tea fragrant.

226

Sun shines in cold breeze.
Spring is nearing but teasing.
Flowers blush, head down.

227

Walking, jacket off,
Beginning to sweat a little.

Cherries to bloom soon.

228

Soft wind and sunlight,
Holiday, traffic-free street

For an endless walk.
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229

Plane droning away,
Plum blossoms left in silence,

Warblers start calling.

230

Magnolia trees,
Flowers fragrant but drooping.

Cherries in full bloom.

231

Snow-white camellias,
Shyly hiding, so pristine,
Deep in the bush leaves.

232

Ending wintering,
Ducks flying up from the moat

Like arrows for home.
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233

The moon large at sky
Like it’s sending me a music,

Otherwise tranquil.

234

Through the thin, dark clouds,
The sun is like a white moon.

Birds chirp as usual.

235

Gentle breeze in spring light
Caressing her face smiling,
Brings peace to the world.

236

Swallows from the south,
Ducks to the north come and go.

Blossoms are bursting.
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237

Flower pageantry
In the park in all colors
Dressed up for contest.

238

Windy, dusty spring.
Women wear scarves over hair.

Crows bathe in park pond.

239

Woods wet from night’s rain.
Tender breeze carries fragrance.

Much better walking.

240

In soft spring sunlight
Girls browsing in shopping street,

Jackets off, dazzling.
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241

Two hours of walking,
Cherry buds wafting fragrance

Along the sidewalk.

242

Equinox spring’s here.
Cherry blossoms declared open.

Cold wind sarcastic.

243

Back to wintry cold.
Half-blooming cherry blossoms

Shivering in rain.

244

Along the castle moat
Cherry blossoms in full bloom

Wafting the scent out.
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245

Walking with spring winds.
The scent of cherry blossoms

And magnolias.

246

Moon flanked by dark clouds
Floating in the blue-black sky

Noticed while walking.

247

Smooth lilting high notes,
Call of spring birds in thicket,

They never show up.

248

Unseasonal snowflakes
Joining cherry petals for dance.

A prelude for spring.
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249

From the balcony
The moon has no elbow room,

Crack between buildings.

250

Cherry blossoms storm.
Petals dancing around in winds,

Some into her hair.

251

Rain cold on flowers.
Not a soul seen in the park.

Not yet fully spring.

252

Statue of Buddha,
Centuries old at the temple,

Like born yesterday.
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253

Soft spring rain, noiseless,
Makes statue of Buddha shiny,

Immersed in the quiet.

254

Park in the spring night,
Cherry petals dancing midair

In the pole lamplight.

255

Cold rain in April,
Cherry blossoms beaten to ground.

Petals scattered in mud.

256

Cold rain persistent,
No other sound in darkness.
Warm teacup, long breath.
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257

Teacup in cupped hands,
Listening to rain hitting eaves

In tranquility.

258

The pebbled shrine walkway
Plastered with fallen cherry petals

To the sanctuary.

259

White camellia,
Luminous at night alone,

Looking toward the moon.

260

The sound of spring rain.
Bird’s shadow on the window.

Another spring sound.
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261

Supposed to be spring.
Light snow on cherry blossoms.

Bush warblers hiding.

262

Against dark-blue sky,
Thin crescent moon like eyebrow

Reminds of smiling.

263

People ducking their heads,
Crows whirling over in town

Nesting on street trees.

264

Her flowery smile
Floated awhile silently,

A shallow spring dream.
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265

Found a book I read
When I was a burning youth.

Now flame without heat.

266

Spring-morning sunlight.
Can’t decide coffee or tea.

Birdcalls distracting.

267

Hummingbirds in dream.
Thin beaks into flowers.

I taste sweet nectar.

268

Second cup of tea
Before go to bed tonight.
One more if can’t sleep.
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269

Sugar cubes in tea
Slowly melt into sweetness.
Bright spring day outside.

270

Amber leaves rolling.
They must go for summer’s green

In the winds singing.

271

Rustles of bamboo leaves,
Not a shady figure seen.

Moonlight and spring wind.

272

Rain beating the roof.
So nice to be in the room

Enjoying the noise.
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273

The smell of May wafts
In the soft wind through fresh leaves

With new life energy.

274

No more cherry petals
To fall and float on the moat.

Moon is reflected.

275

Spring sun on sidewalk.
Kitten’s wide yawning contagious.

Azaleas open mouths.

276

Shadows of leaves dance
To the music of the spring wind.

Prelude to summer.
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277

Flowers, name unknown,
Waft irresistible fragrance

Along the beaten path.

278

Butterflies f lutter.
Flowers contest for colors,

Curtain rise for spring shows.

279

Pigeons circling puddle
Chatting on their good old days

When worked as couriers.

280

Girl on a cell phone
At crossing light changed to Walk.

Let her know or not?
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281

Summer-day sunrise,
Bird calls in the morning cool.

Lush foliage shines green.

282

A veteran said
Mother country not on mind

But only mother

283

Humming of mother
Long ago, but it still sounds

In my gray-haired head.

284

“I’ll tell my mother.”
I can’t say that anymore
But still sounds within.
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285

Early summer rain
Waters the lawn for young grass.

Swallows back swooping.

286

Soft sound of May rain
Perfect music for teatime

For listening alone.

287

Water is f lowing,
The manmade stream in the park

Where the river was.

288

Dandelion seeds,
Fluffy balls broke and scattered

After birds flew out.
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289

Grapefruit f lowers in bloom
Grown from a seed thrown away

Waft glorious scent.

290

In the thick park woods
A boy practicing his f lute,

Birds tutoring him.

291

Winds caress the pond
To prod the lotus to bloom.

Carp also waiting.

292

Smile through sunglasses,
Teeth sparkle in the bright sunlight,

Summer when she smiles.
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293

Summer has arrived.
Sidewalk full of parasols,

Flowers alongside.

294

Swallows back, swooping
On the road racing with cars.

We must coexist.

295

Narrow, grassy path
Meandering through park woods.

A butterfly guides me.

296

Lining the park path
Full of red azaleas,

Brown sparrows landed.
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297

Foliage greener,
The rainy season nearing,

Trees ready to grow.

298

Warm evening sidewalk,
An old cat sits mesmerized

By yukata girls.

299

Azaleas laugh.
In the rain they softly sway,

Playing with the drips.

300

I was five or so,
Sweet nectar of azalea
And pain of bee sting.
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301

Dense camellia bush,
A red flower blooms alone,

Stubbornly beautiful.

302

Butterflies f lutter,
All f lowers the same nectar

But can’t make up mind.

303

Misty rain in May,
Noiseless on hydrangeas

Yet powerful to sway.

304

Dragonflies out now
Midair over the park lawn,

Watching the kids run.
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305

Traffic noise and fumes,
Bright yellow along the road

Dandelions thrive.

306

High school reunion,
Back to those sweet carefree days,

Stayed there all night through.

307

Summer festivals,
Old piping and drumming sound

Wafting through buildings.

308

Foliage strong green,
Reflecting summer sunlight,

Shedding the scent down.
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309

Park lawn being mowed,
Fragrance of the grass rising,

Pigeons foraging.

310

Downtown garage door
Kept open all day for swallows

Nesting on the wall.

311

Azalea bushes
Thickly covered by flowers,

Carpet for sparrows.

312

Sweating after walk,
Open windows to let in breeze

With sparrows’ chirping.
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313

Dragonflies hover
From spot to spot in midair.
Wings shine like rainbow.

314

Pigeons white as snow
Bred as the shrine’s ornament.

Easy prey for crows.

315

Texting or sleeping,
Reflections on the window,

Subway ride at night.

316

Hydrangeas in rain,
Brighter in multicolors.

Their season has arrived.
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317

Lotus in full bloom,
Pure pink in muddy temple pond,

Sway to monks’ chanting.

318

Stuffy and sweating.
Tea tastes better hot than cold

For profuse sweating.

319

Misty rain of June,
Hydrangeas in full bloom,

Sadness of no scent.

320

Grass leaves dense and widened,
All waiting for the sunlight

Through foliage above.
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321

Dinner appointment
At a restaurant in a park.
Outdoor table with birds.

322

Nameless, wide weed leaves
Reflect sunlight, shake in breeze,

Friendly beckoning.

323

Gleam under streetlamps,
Gardenias in the evening

Along the sidewalk.

324

Scent of gardenia
Faint in the auto fumes.
Damp summer evening.
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325

Forecast of hard rain.
Foliage looks like waiting.

Sparrows sheltering.

326

Sultry summer night,
Cooled jasmine tea down the throat.

Fragrance in silence.

327

Dragonflies hover
Over the park lawn. Couples lie

Watching each other.

328

Cicadas chirping,
The first to hear this summer.

Sounds warning time flies.
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329

Breeze after soft rain.
Gardenias slightly sway,

Increasing the scent.

330

Lonely hydrangeas
Look fragrant but no fragrance,

Change colors in rain.

331

Day’s work is over.
Breeze in rain through fragrant woods,

Walking slowly home.

332

Meandering path
Through the park for quiet walk,

Gardenias in bloom.
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333

Dragonflies move fast.
They hover from time to time.

They see the world well.

334

Cicadas chirping,
Sounds on the road, cars roaring,

Street trees in full growth.

335

Noise-canceling earphones.
Cars are soundless like in dream

Flowing in music.

336

Pure pink lotuses
Bloomed in the muddy temple pond.

Seeds from Buddha’s days.
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337

Trees fragrant in rain.
Stroll through the narrow park path.

Wish I could stretch time.

338

Early morning stroll,
Lotus flowers in full bloom,

Proud pink on tall stalks.

339

Asphalt burning hot,
Sound of cicadas trilling
From the shade of trees.

340

Rainy season is over.
Skies are higher, trees taller,

Cicadas louder.
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341

Trees grow green in heat,
Paradise of cicadas,

Scented breeze wafts through.

342

Hottest this summer,
Cicadas dominate world.
Carp seek lotus shade.

343

Sunlight from blue skies,
Parasols on the sidewalk,
Flowers looking small.

344

Cool air through window,
Long-waited rain beats the eaves,

Sounds like a joyful jazz.
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345

In the old temple pond,
A lotus blooming alone,

Pink on tall stalk, shines.

346

Birds and cicadas
Sing a loud morning chorus

Warning a hot day.

347

Sparrows nowadays.
Walk close to them but don’t f ly.

Relationship changed.

348

Cicadas dying down.
Hint of cool breeze in the air,
Life flows through changes.
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349

August rain so sweet,
Fragrant breeze through the park woods

Stirs life for new day.

350

No sign of cool breeze.
Cicadas are still chirping.

Not yet crickets’ turn.

351

Predawn cicadas,
Mistake or a good reason

To awake the people?

352

Goldfish and lotus
In a pond in a building

Like an oasis.
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353

Summer afternoon
All having a siesta,

But a cicada.

354

Sweltering morning,
Rapid chirping of sparrows,

Sounds like complaining.

355

Heat wave stops today
According to calendar.

Can’t trust human thought.

356

Cicadas shriek loud,
Last drop of life energy
Before crickets come.
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357

Many cicadas,
I’m the only one to hear
On the mountain path.

358

Cicadas music.
A glass of cool drink in hand.

Heat wave not too bad.

359

Ringing like little bells,
Crickets taking over season.

Heat carried over.

360

Summer’s heat lingers,
Opened the window wishing breeze,

A smile on the moon.
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361

Monks chanting sutras,
An old temple in the mountain,

Joined by cicadas.

362

Thunder sounds afar.
Makes me expect good, cool rain.

Sound gone. Heat remains.

363

Heat wave staying long.
Cracks on the bottom of a pond.

Ants busy nesting.

364

Sun heat beating down.
Carp in a different world

Under lotus leaves.
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365

A hint of autumn,
Faint sound of crickets’ love call,

Sweating but it’s time.

366

Lush gardenia bush,
No more flowers but the leaves shine.

The fragrance lingers.

367

Manmade waterfall
Powered by a solar panel.

Crows enjoy bathing.

368

Dull heat wave at dawn,
Cicadas squeezing out trills.

They missed their night’s sleep.
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369

Summer months have gone.
Killer heat wave left behind.

Crickets were waiting.

370

Dragonflies gliding
On breeze over the park lawn

Suddenly dashed away.

371

Heat wave one more week.
So reports the weatherman.

Glad there’ll be an end.

372

Waiting for crickets.
It’s time their trilling began

With the autumn wind.
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373

Heat wave merciless.
Not a soul on the park lawn—

Only dragonflies.

374

Afternoon sunlight.
Shadows of trees on the lawn.

Friendly shake of leaves.

375

Midair on the lawn.
Red dragonflies in a group
Bring cool autumn breeze.

376

Heard through the window,
Faint but crickets’ trills for sure

And the leaves rustling.
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377

Evening subway train,
Many people busy texting.

A child smiled at me.

378

Little brown butterfly
Dancing merrily midair
With unseen partner.

379

Walking on park path,
Cute yet I can’t make friend with

A toad in my way.

380

Walk in autumn breeze.
Branches of the sidewalk trees

Now being cut off.
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381

A cicada trills,
The straggler of the army

That fought the heat wave.

382

Sleep-inducing rhythm,
The rain tapping on the eaves.

Set aside reading.

383

Meandering path
Going through the mountain woods.

The moon seek and hide.

384

Rain’s gone. Calm sets in.
Open the window for fresh air.

Crickets from afar.
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385

Sudden cold of winter.
Stay in bed for warmth awhile.

Sparrows quiet too.

386

Walking in drizzle.
No one on the park walk path.

Grass leaves shivering.

387

Drizzling all day long.
On the drooping tree branches
Crows perched, not moving.

388

Clouds are blown away.
Stars wink in the dark-blue sky,

Far but not alone.
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389

Summer to winter,
Few crickets’ chirping this year.

Hope not bad omen.

390

Leaves fall, twirling
In the late autumn soft sun

Dancing to the breeze.

391

Wafting in the air,
The scent of chrysanthemum

From behind the fence.

392

A cup of warm tea.
How the day was doesn’t matter.

Complaints f ly away.
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393

Small autumn flowers,
The weakly sunlit sidewalk,

Smile at passers-by.

394

How long will it last?
Heat left behind by summer.

Pray crickets survive.

395

Golden sunlight soft,
Tall grass caressed by cool breeze.

At last it’s autumn

396

Between skyscrapers
Crows perform flight acrobats.

Street trees, clapping leaves.
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397

Summer squatted here.
October stripped of autumn,

Trees still green and lush.

398

First cool rain in months.
Hope summer is shooed away.

Autumn is waiting.

399

Walk alone at night,
Sound of darkness in the ear.

Stars shed from afar.

400

A crow hurrying home.
Sun is setting far away.

No time for cawing.
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401

Late on autumn night,
Lonely cricket keeps trilling,

Moon alone to hear.

402

Chorus of crickets
Ringing like thousand silver bells

Everywhere in town.

403

A brown butterfly,
Falling leaves all on the ground,

Lonely fluttering.

404

Fragrant steam of tea.
Autumn night deepens in quiet.

Sit with a long breath.
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405

Summer heat has gone,
So I hear the crickets sing.

Next a brighter moon.

406

Falling and rolling
Amber leaves race on the road

Heralding winter.

407

Coffee makes me sleep.
I’m dead from eleven to six.

I can’t join the crowd.

408

A bright moon above
Over the lit shopping street.

Darkness in between.
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409

Crickets now trilling.
Glad they survived the heat wave,

Loud but so soothing.

410

Thorns protect fragrance.
Such was your smile like a rose,

A dream of far past.

411

Girl in yukata
Holding his arm, smile, no word.

Fireworks in the sky.

412

Fallen cicadas strewn
The path winding through the park.

Summer is over.
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413

A crow watches me
From the top of a tall tree,

Suspicious look.

414

The middle of August,
Anniversary of war’s end.

Hunger remembered.

415

Cicadas crying.
The sun scorches the pavement.

Trees were there last year.

416

Scarlet dragonflies
Bring autumn to the park yard.

Kids chase them to catch.
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417

Park lawn undulates.
Kids proud of toddling higher

Scaring grasshoppers.

418

Flow of autumn air,
Time for orchestra of bugs.

Bell crickets tuning.

419

Cicadas’ far cry,
A summer afternoon nap.

The time disappeared.

420

Sweet oleanders,
Full bloom when the war ended,

Flowers heavy again.
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421

Summer’s heat lingers.
Fallen cicadas on park path.

Ants in procession.

422

Dragonflies hover,
Trying to rest on grass blades.

Autumn breeze hindrance.

423

Autumn blows cool air
Or the breeze brings autumn here.

Cicadas falling.

424

Farewell to summer.
Torrential rain and thunder.

Joyful smile of leaves.
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425

Chirping or singing,
Lamenting is more like it.

Cicadas in town.

426

Bell crickets ringing
In the same spot as last year

To start a new round.

427

Dragonflies chased me,
Came to perch on my shoulder,

Walked with me a while.

428

On the mountain path,
The tranquility of trees,
Walked five miles for it.
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429

Autumn night deepens.
The moon through the cracks of clouds.

Warm tea is my friend.

430

Winter winds began.
Trees are hissing in the air

Like whispering words.

431

Autumn elbowed out.
Winter’s cold tree leaves still green,

Only shivering.

432

Hood drawn over bangs.
Smile reflects sunlight through trees.

Winter has arrived.
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433

Secondhand book sales.
On the sidewalk leaves falling.

Wind flipping pages.

434

Cool, crisp autumn day.
Amber leaves against blue sky

Soon to be falling.

435

Twirls of leaves can tell
Steps of the invisible dance

Of the autumn breeze.

436

Fallen gingko nuts
Smelling bad on the sidewalk.

They’d taste good roasted.
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437

Leaves falling outside.
Nothing like meeting old friends.

Warm tea glows within.

438

Heard a sparrow chirp
For the first time this morning

Since the heat wave’s gone

439

Finally autumn.
Persimmons look red and sweet.

I’ll beat birds to it.

440

Squirrel on the roof,
Hopping around and happy.

Nuts in the gutter.
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441

Pink azaleas
Deceived by Indian summer

Wearing amber leaves.

442

Thin smoke of incense
Dances in quiet music,
Monks chanting sutras.

443

Evening traffic noise,
Bushes under the street lights,

Camellias gleam.

444

Walk on sylvan path,
The temple bell sound coming down,

The gate seen afar.
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445

A walk in a dream,
The path leads into darkness.

Woke to see the sun.

446

Two pink camellias
Softly in bloom face-to-face,

Braving winter’s cold.

447

Red, ripe persimmons
Protected on the roadside

By heavy traffic.

448

Joggers make whirlwind,
Leaving the fallen leaves twirling.

Cars roar on the road.
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449

Wooded park walk path.
What a waste to stroll alone.

So many colors.

450

Sparrows perched on twigs
All puffed up in winter wind.

At least they look warm.

451

Moths or butterflies
Mingled with falling leaves midair

Indistinguishable.

452

Crowded shopping street.
All I hear is traffic noise.

Quiet is high priced.
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453

Inside or outside,
It depends on where you are

If snow is beautiful.

454

Blooming in the cold,
Camellias as usual,

Pink spots on the bush.

455

Camellias shiver.
December winds cold to them,

But look like smiling.

456

Windy winter day.
Amber leaves twirl on the road.

Crows flying sideways.
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457

Amber leaves carpet
On sidewalk for promenade.
Couples stroll arm in arm.

458

A crow on a fence
Bowed his head as I passed by

As if he knew me.

459

Baked sweet potatoes,
Smell wafting from the vendor.

Girls walk side-glancing.

460

Winter but winds warm.
Amber leaves dance merrily.

Puppies join circling.
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461

White camellias
Stand conspicuous in snow

Attracting sparrows.

462

Ice cold drizzling.
Fallen leaves flat on the pavement.

Hurry for hot tea.

463

Winter orchid bloomed.
Can’t see where the flowers are,

But smells like perfume.

464

Winter shopping street.
Baby carriage in windshield,

Her legs in long boots.
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465

Quiet winter night,
A warm teacup in cupped hands,

Nothing more to want.

466

Crows on a tree branch
In black robes like Buddhist monks

In meditation.

467

Alone in the park,
Leaves falling like confetti,

She looks up and smiles.

468

Refusing to move,
A puppy dragged by the leash,

Paws raking fallen leaves.
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469

A lone pink flower,
Azalea out of season,

No bees to visit.

470

Christmas shopping street,
Peaceful smile of pedestrians,
Kids run with fallen leaves.

471

An infant toddling
Extended its arms with smile.

What a high honor.

472

Sounds like a warning,
Rapid chirping of sparrows

Looks like snow again.
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473

Cold spell as forecast,
The blue flame in the oil stove

Flickers like talking.

474

Small, white narcissi
Shiver in the wintry wind,

Shyly waft fragrance.

475

Stopped walking a while
To see off in the horizon,

The year’s last sunset.

476

Plum blossoms blooming
A month or so too early,

Warblers not ready.
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477

Hear the birds chirping.
Might open the window to see,

Braving the cold air.

478

White camellias,
So white the snow shied away.

Cold but sunlight bright.

479

Buddha on lotus,
Icicles wintry ornament,
Soft smile on the face.

480

Cup of tea offered
To the bronze Buddha statue,
Steaming then, frozen now.
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481

In the palace moat
Ducks are doing the duck walk.

Ice is slippery.

482

Waterfowl dozing
In the moat, heads under wings,

Rocked by winter wind.

483

Through evergreen leaves,
Winter sunlight drop shadows

Dancing on the ground.

484

Leafless ginkgo trees
Thrust into the wintry sky
Shed nuts on the ground.
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485

Against wintry breeze
A crow sits on a tree branch

With calm dignity.

486

Tiny narcissi
Bloom with fragrance in the cold.

Don’t look tough but tough.

487

Air still wintry cold
But prodded by soft sunlight.

Buds appear shyly.

488

Snow-white camellias
In full bloom in thin sunlight.

Slight sway looks friendly.
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489

Tiny woodpecker
Never seen before in town.

Must be from a cage.

490

Evergreen leaves shine
In the thin winter sunlight.

Snow melted away.

491

On a snowy night
Only my footprints behind,

Soon to be buried.

492

Migratory ducks,
A long journey to start soon,

Bobbing in the moat.
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493

Behind the white clouds
The sun weak to warm the ground,

Twigs yearning to grow.

494

White plum in full bloom.
Soseki wrote and died here.
Petals circle in soft wind.

495

Spring sunlit sidewalk,
Willows bow, twigs in deep thought,

People getting jumpy.

496

A flock of sparrows
Occupies a roadside tree

Discussing the world.
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As a form of poetry, haiku has today gained worldwide popularity. But this form 
widely varies outside Japan. Originally, haiku was written in accordance with 
certain rules, which are dif cult to follow in non-Japanese writing. 

In Haiku Poems, author AshiAkira shares a collection of nearly  ve hundred haiku 
poems written originally in English, calling them “haiku poems” speci cally to 
distinguish them from the originally Japanese form. His goal is to make them as 
close as possible to the core interest and meaning of Japanese haiku, despite the 
differences that arise from writing in English. These poems thus follow the  ve-
seven- ve syllable rule, albeit loosely, and focus on our connection with nature. 
In doing so, they serve as a reference to the long history of Japanese poetry, with 
a unique view on the present.

White sails in blue sky,
Solemn  yby of seagulls.

Sunglasses and smile.

AshiAkira was born and raised in Japan 
and lived in the US Midwest for  ve years 
more than half a century ago. It was then 
that he became bilingual. He became 
interested in the poetry after he turned 
seventy, and he then began writing poems 
in various forms, especially in that of 
haiku as haiku-style poems. He currently 
lives in Toyko.

POETRY 
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